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1. Introduction

In the current developing era application of Image processing have increased its at-

tention.Usage of UAV in the field of agriculture captures major merits in the current

developing technology. Two different art of science are integrated to rise a product

with the application of Copper dusting the Hevea plantation using Drone associated

with a fertilizer tank.

1.1 Scope of the project

Image processing is a technique for enhancing perceivability of items in a dim domain

by identifying the articles co-ordinates and making a picture in view of that data.

What’s more, this framework can be utilized in various plantations and even for

surveillance’s.

1.2 Problem Statement

Build a Autonomous Unmanned Aerial Vehicle to spray fertilizers for Hevea planta-

tion using Object Detection process under Image Processing technique.

2. Architectural Diagram

Figure 1: Architectural Diagram
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3. Specific Requirements

3.1 Hardware Requirements

• Pixhawk 2.4.7 or Cube:

We have used Pixhawk Cube as the biggest differences between Pixhawk 2.4.7

and the basic flight controllers is that sensors are isolated within the flight

controllers APM and Px4 itself and hence consists of triple redundant IMU as

well as dual board barometers of these three IMU’s, two of them are on soft

mounted isolated board within flight controllers; therefore, the flight controllers

can use hard mounts and also handles the vibrations of the system.

Also there exists heaters in the IMU’s which can used at low temperatures. This

flight controller itself differs architecturally being a cube in shape. Pixhawk 2.4.7

consists of two parts, the cube itself being the main flight controller carrying the

required sensors on board and a carrier board which handles all of the power

the I/O and the PWM I/O’s.

• Power Module:

It is a device used for powering the flight controllers. It is included in the cube

kit and is tolerable upto 8s 30A batteries, and the cube has basic single module,

also consist of voltage monitoring and current sensing functionalities with XT60

connectors on either sides of the module.

• Motor:

T motor MN4010-14 KV: 370 is opted which gives upto 2.3kg thrust with 15x5

prop.The estimated payload is 1kg and gross weight 2.1kg.

• Odroid xu4:

The Microcontroller used here is Odroid xu4 which is an Android microcontroller

featuring subtle changes.It has 1.5GHz quad core processor,SDRAM of 1GB, 1

Gigabit Ethernet port with 40 pin GPIOS and 4 USB 2.0 ports.It is an Infrared

receiver and it supports Ubuntu or Andriod OS. It has 1 standard HDMI Type

A Connector.

• Logitech HD Pro C920 Webcam: Its optical resolution is 720 Pixel.Diagonal field

of view is 78 and horizontal field 70.42 vertical field of view is 48deg.Focal length

is 8.67mm. The major advantage, this camera has the onboard processing of the
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captured images and it provides the processed image input to the microcontroller

which eliminates the binarization of the captured image. And it is compatible

with the Odroid controller board.

• ESC:

As the recommendation of motors peak amperage,it handles 30 ampere and

hence chosen for 30A DYS integrated with BEC electronic speed controller.

• Battery:

Endurance is one of the important factor considered and as we have to carry

out many test flights of spraying function to a specific area, the opted battery is

TATTU 7000mAh 22.2V 15C 6S1P Lipo Battery-6s wher the calculated flight

time is approximately 10 minutes.

• Quad Frame Tarot650:

Consequently a reasonably rigid, strong, and lightweight material could be used

to build a chassis. However we need quite a larger frame as we had to mount

the spraying system on board and also willing to carry more load. Hence we

have opted for Tarot 650 Sport Quadcopter TL65S01 with Electric Retractable

Landing Skid.

• Spraying setup:

This is a ready made spray system specially designed for multirotor use. Easy

to fit and good spray capability.It can take voltage from upto 6S. Input voltage

is 12V for this pump.

3.2 Software Requirements

Mission Planner: Version 1.3.59

Language Used: Python 3

Platform: Visual Studio 2019

3.3 Other Requirements

Processor (min): Intel R Corei3

RAM: 4.00GB

Memory Card : 8-12GB
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3.4 Functional Requirements

4. Conclusion

The current framework is made proficient in circumvent the stumbling blocks present

in the area of process and spot the Hevea plant. The project has made use of image

processing technique using a camera, in order to acquire images and then follow up

the image recognition algorithm, that identifies a plant in the path of the drone .If a

plant is identified,then Microcontroller initiates the spraying function.

As a future work, the UAV can be trained to differentiate the real and artificial plants.


